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Living God, may your word be proclaimed and may we claim it with joy for our lives today. 

Continue to speak to us through my words or in spite of them. Amen. 
 
 

John 6:56-69 
 
“Whoever eats my flesh and drinks my blood remains in me and I in them. As the living Father 
sent me, and I live because of the Father, so whoever eats me lives because of me. This is the 
bread that came down from heaven. It isn’t like the bread your ancestors ate, and then they 
died. Whoever eats this bread will live forever.” Jesus said these things while he was teaching in 
the synagogue in Capernaum. 
 
Many of his disciples who heard this said, “This message is harsh. Who can hear it?” 
 
Jesus knew that the disciples were grumbling about this and he said to them, “Does this offend 
you? What if you were to see the Human One going up where he was before? The Spirit is the one 
who gives life and the flesh doesn’t help at all. The words I have spoken to you are spirit and life. 
Yet some of you don’t believe.”Jesus knew from the beginning who wouldn’t believe and the one 
who would betray him. He said, “For this reason I said to you that none can come to me unless 
the Father enables them to do so.” At this, many of his disciples turned away and no longer 
accompanied him. 
 
Jesus asked the Twelve, “Do you also want to leave?” 
 
Simon Peter answered, “Lord, where would we go? You have the words of eternal life. We believe 
and know that you are God’s holy one.” 
 
Last Sunday after the worship service, a bunch of folks drove an hour or so west of here to 
Cloverdale, Indiana to spend the afternoon at this church’s former campground, Camp Otto. 
As part of our 200th anniversary celebrations, the trip was a chance for a “last hurrah” at a 
place that holds so many memories for people in this congregation. The planning 
committee offered up myriad ways to trifle away the afternoon — picnicking, fishing, 
swimming, or just sitting out around talking. Some of us decided to spend our time walking.  
 



Around 2pm that afternoon, a group of seven of us headed off down the road out of camp. 
We knew the general direction we were headed and only managed to veer off the path once 
— which was quickly caught before we put too many miles in on the wrong direction. Our 
pilgrimage led us down a side path to the Cataract Falls, well worth trekking over the rocks 
and shimmying under the fallen trees to see. Then we continued on our way, as we’d heard 
rumors of ice cream further down the road, a promise reinforced by some hand-painted 
signs we spotted on the way. Eventually, after about two hours of walking, we made it! 
There it was: the historic Cataract Schoolhouse, home of the most delicious ice cream, 
which all of us thoroughly enjoyed.  
 
After devouring our cones, the shuttle van picked us up to get us back to camp in time for 
the closing worship service. Turns out, despite the two hours of walking we’d committed to 
this journey, it took less than ten minutes to drive back. Sitting in the van, watching the 
scenery we’d previously trekked through fly by on the return drive, I couldn’t help but 
think this was a horribly inefficient ice cream run. It would have been much easier and 
quicker to just take the van in the first place. And yet, despite that revelation, I wouldn’t 
change a thing about how we got there. 
 
The extra effort and time was well worth it. Yes, that afternoon we were walking in the way 
that leads to ice cream, but really — despite its deliciousness — it wasn’t about the ice 
cream. You see, our little group of pilgrims knew that it is in choosing this more difficult 
way that we get a glimpse of something greater than the short-term gratification of frozen 
dairy treats. We were walking in the way that leads to life. 
 
In our scripture reading today, Jesus has some things to say about the way of life. He starts 
off in another discourse about being the Bread of Life. If you recall, we saw this a couple of 
weeks ago, and it seems Jesus can’t let the metaphor go. Only this time it seems even more 
like something out of vampire movie, with words about drinking blood and immortality: 
“Whoever eats my flesh and drinks my blood remains in me and I in them…” Creepy, right?  
 
Not surprisingly, the crowd wasn’t into it. They responded by saying, “This message is 
harsh. Who can hear it?” I get that. At first glance, what Jesus is saying is nuts. Or, at least, 
definitely not palatable. It’s worth chewing on his words a bit, though. 
 
Jesus tells us to drink his blood and find eternal life. This is the same person who was 
raised in a Jewish household and, by all accounts, deeply faithful to Judaism — a religion 
whose sacred texts explicitly say, “No person among you shall eat blood.”1 That doesn’t 
seem ambiguous. It says you don’t eat or, since I don’t know how to eat a liquid, I would say 

 
1 Leviticus 17:12 



you don’t drink blood. Period. So not only is what Jesus saying here just plain creepy; it also 
seems heretical. 
 
Perhaps that is his point, though. If you go on and read the rest of the Levitical code 
prohibiting blood-drinking — which, for the record, I think is still a pretty good idea — it 
explains the “why” behind the prohibition. “You shall not eat the blood of any creature, for 
the life of every creature is its blood.”2 Blood was on the do-not-eat list not because it was 
gross or dirty or unclean or anything like that. It was actually quite the opposite! Blood was 
understood to be holy, the source of all life, that which should be revered, that which is too 
sacred to simply be consumed or even cavalierly discarded. In this moment, Jesus is saying, 
albeit in rather shocking terms, “Take my blood, my very life-essence, and pour it into 
yourself, into your body, into your soul.” Jesus, God in flesh, is suggesting that the life of the 
Divine should be coursing through our veins. 
 
Even still, folks who heard this were offended, and it says “many… disciples turned away 
and no longer accompanied him.” This wasn’t the message they wanted to hear. Jesus turns 
to the Twelve, the original disciples, who seem to be sticking around… for now… and he 
says to them, “How about you? Do you also want to leave?” Inflection is hard to capture in 
writing, so I’m not sure exactly how he asked those questions. In my mind, though, I hear 
his voice with a certain degree of vulnerability shading the question. “Do you also want to 
leave?” 
 
Then there’s my favorite part of this story. Simon Peter, the lovable, bumbling disciple who 
never fails to say the things everyone is thinking but knows better than to say aloud…. He 
has a moment here. In the most honest response possible, he says, “Where would we go?” 
 
I feel Peter's words deep in my soul when he says them. Where would I go? You see, 
periodically I try to walk away. Maybe you do too. I look around and see people living lives 
that seem so much simpler, more carefree, more easy. I see people who seem not to be 
worrying about the tragedies and injustices all around us and instead are just enjoying life 
without giving it all too much thought. And sometimes I think that I’d like that kind of 
existence. The reality is, though, I’ve never been able to make it work.  
 
A number of years ago I was talking with one of my aunts and said something about my 
new plan to just take life as it comes, to not rock the boat, and avoid creating complications 
for myself. I wanted that easier life and was pretty sure I could make it happen. She just 
smiled at me and said, “Yeah, that’s not going to work for you.” Turns out she was right. It’s 

 
2 Leviticus 17:14 



like that adage: Once you know a thing, you can’t un-know it. In this case, the thing we 
know is the way of eternal life, so where would we go? 
 
That term “eternal life” — I suspect it’s one of those things we assume we all mean the 
same thing when we use it, but we actually may be speaking very different languages. 
Oftentimes today, “eternal life” gets conflated with heavenly notions of an afterlife, but I am 
not convinced that was the meaning Jesus had in mind. I’ll suggest to you that “eternal” 
refers to something beyond mere duration. It speaks of something qualitative — the life of 
eternity. Or, another way to put it: The life of God’s realm. I don’t think Jesus is talking 
about some peaceful floating on clouds when we die. Rather Jesus is talking about a life 
shaped by God’s eternal purpose, a life beyond anything we could dream up on our own, a 
life that certainly isn’t easy and simple but is nonetheless worth the extra effort.  
 
Back in the 1980s, the American journalist Bill Moyers and the author/academic Joseph 
Campbell had this famous exchange where Moyers said, “We all need to tell our story and 
to understand our story…. We need life to signify, to touch the eternal, to understand the 
mysterious, to find out who we are.” To which Campbell wisely replied, “People say that 
what we’re all seeking is a meaning for life. I don’t think that's what we’re really seeking. I 
think that what we’re seeking is an experience of being alive…. So that we actually feel the 
rapture of being alive.”3 
 
What we’re actually seeking is an experience of being alive. This is what Jesus is talking 
about. “Whoever eats me lives because of me…. The words I have spoken to you are spirit 
and life…. Do you want to leave?”  
 
There are certainly easier ways to live life than as a follower of Christ. It’d be a whole lot 
easier to live a life where my only concerns were to have fun and be comfortable. It’d be a 
whole lot easier to let go of any sense of obligation to the rest of the world and just keep all 
of my money and time and energy to myself. It’d be a whole lot easier to just stop reading 
the news when it gets to be too much to bear and tell myself it doesn’t directly affect me 
anyway. It’d be a whole lot easier to walk away and live life on my own terms, not Christ’s.  
 
And yet: What kind of life would that be? Would I still feel the rapture of being alive? From 
my brief flirtations with that other way of life, I think the answer is no.  
 
Life of the eternal isn’t found on a ten minute shuttle ride to get ice cream. It’s found on a 
two hour trek on paths unknown in a shared experience with fellow pilgrims…. A journey 
that made room for hearing and learning from each others’ stories. A journey that allowed 

 
3 Joseph Campbell with Bill Moyers, The Power of Myth, ed. Betty Sue Flowers (New York: Doubleday, 1988), 5. 



for surprise diversions that revealed beautiful waterfalls. A journey that wasn't without its 
own risks — sore muscles or twisted ankles, dehydration, getting lost (which we almost 
did), running out of time — but in the end came with great reward. Either way we could 
have ended with ice cream, but I’m not convinced that the ice cream would have been quite 
so amazing without the harder path we took. It probably would have still provided 
momentary satisfaction, but I doubt it would have tasted quite so heavenly. 
 
Our days may not always be filled with multi-hour treks toward ice cream, but I think we 
are regularly faced with choices about which life we will choose — the admittedly-more-
difficult life Christ offers us or the seemingly simpler imitation of life we see over there. The 
world is hard today: 
 
We’re still in a pandemic, and it’s reached a point where it's easy to just be angry about it 
OR to want to pretend it’s not happening.  
 
We hear about disaster after disaster, including the recent devastating earthquake in Haiti. 
We see images of lives upended that haunt us. We read reports from the United Nations 
telling us this extreme weather is our new normal if we do nothing to change how we’re 
living in this world. And it's easy to feel overwhelmed OR to want to ignore it and go on 
living in blissful obliviousness. 
 
We watch as conflict and violence rage all over the world, shocked as countries collapse in 
a matter of moments. And it’s easy to be pulled into the pits of despair OR to say that’s 
happening over there, so it’s not our problem. 
 
The world is hard today. It’d be easier to turn away, to chase after a psuedo-gospel that 
promises us a life of prosperity and easy living, but that life is no life at all. And once you 
know what’s possible, what this life of eternity is all about, with its great challenges and 
even hardship but also unimaginable reward, there’s no un-knowing, there’s no turning 
away. There’s simply that honest response: Where would we go that’s better than this? 
 
This is the invitation Christ offers to us today: Drink of my blood and live. Choose to let the 
life-blood of God flow in and through us, and we will find life greater than we could 
imagine.  
 
The Lutheran pastor Rev. Michael Coffey wrote a poem entitled If Only We Had Better 
Options: 
 

do you also wish to go away 
he asked and stunned us like electricity 



and we whispered under our breath 
 
yes we would like an easier path 
clear cut through the oak forest 
something that made sense at least 
 
or better, we wish you would go away 
Jesus, you keep complicating and confusing us 
and messing us up so we can’t think straight 
 
if only we could have not known you 
and heard your words that burn in us now 
and never felt your spirit wormhole its way through us 
 
right on into the infinite yes 
but then again, before you 
was only the deafening finite no 
 
and the deathtrap of our anxious breathless days 
so, no, we don’t want to go away 
not because we have any idea where this thing goes with you 
 
but because, honestly, where the hell would we go? 
it’s you, you ethereal brother, you who is so full of god-life 
that every second in you seems eternal4 

 
We are invited to love life so much that we don’t opt out of the hard parts but instead lean 
into them, with God alongside us for the journey. We were never promised a life that was 
easy, but we are promised a life worth living. And friends, that is the Good News indeed. 

 
4 http://www.ocotillopub.org/2012/08/if-only-we-had-better-options.html  
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